A sigh of relief, a blessing from some of the continent’s most beautiful writers, a cooling breeze for an overheated time – Tom Fleischner’s new anthology is a pleasure, start to finish.

Kathleen Dean Moore, author of Piano Tide and Great Tide Rising

In Nature, Love, Medicine, nearly two dozen writers, poets, scientists, and healers reflect on what loving and needing nature really means to them. Read it, and you’ll be stirred to ask the same of your own reflection – in the clearest, quietest pool you can find.

Alan Weisman, author, The World Without Us and Countdown

Nature, Love, Medicine is a beautiful collaboration that brings together diverse perspectives.... While each offering is unique and each voice tells a specific story, a common passion and sense of beauty unites the book and transcends any expectations.... Each contributor's love for the natural world is apparent and, more important, infectious. Readers will be inspired to renew their connection to the living world and attempt to rejuvenate their bodies and minds.
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A Finalist in the ForeWord INDIES Book of the Year Awards (Nature category)
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